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1. Introduction

When one studies periodic transformations such as, for example, rota-

tions, he often encounters transformations which are not periodic but which

are, in a very real and non-technical sense, almost periodic. For instance, re-

peated rotation through an angle which is an irrational part of a revolution

will never bring a point set back point-for-point into itself; yet this object

may be as nearly attained as we please by repeating the process an appropri-

ate number of times. Moreover, such "appropriate" numbers are relatively

densef among the integers. This example suggests the definition of an a.p.

(almost periodic) transformation ; it being only necessary to make precise the

meaning of "as nearly as possible" when applied to bringing the points of a

set back into themselves.

Consider, for example, a set X of uniformly continuous transformations

which take each point of a complete metric space 6 into a point of S. Let X

contain the identity and the product of any two of its elements. Then if £ is

a variable point of E and <!>(£) and ^(i;) are any two elements of X, let the

smaller of the two quantities, unity and the least upper bound for all £ in

ß of the distance between the points <£(£) and ^(0, be called the distance

between the transformations <£(£) and ^(0, and let it be indicated by

|| <£(£), ̂ (ÖH- Then |) <£(£), £|| represents one way of telling how nearly the

points $>(£) approximate the points £. Moreover a transformation of X will

be called a.p. if to each positive number e there corresponds a positive integer

L so great that among each L successive positive integers there is an integer

N satisfying H.S^OÖ, £ Il =e- This is merely an example of a definition of an

a.p. transformation. A more general definition will be given in the next sec-

tion. Transformations will be thought of as points in a new space, and a.p.

points will be defined. Moreover, for simplicity in wording and notation, most

of the theorems on a.p. transformations will be stated in terms of a.p. points.

However, the reader may readily re-phrase them in terms of the more natural

and significant a.p. transformations.

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1932, and April 14, 1933; received by the editors

November 28, 1932, and in revised form, September 6, 1933.

t A set of real numbers is called relatively dense if there exists a positive number L so great

that every interval of length L contains at least one element of the set.
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For the sake of generality the concepts of a.p. functions and sequences

in a complete metric space have been introduced. They include ordinary

a.p. functions and sequences as special cases ; and may also be thought of as

including a.p. transformations as a special case. However, this work is not

merely a generalization of the standard theory of a.p. functions and se-

quences, for my most significant theorem—the climax of the whole theory—

applies to a.p. transformations (or points) alone, and does not seem to be

susceptible of generalization to space functions or sequences. The theorem

to which I refer is Theorem V, §8, which shows that every a.p. transformation

can be expressed as an infinite product of simpler transformations.

2. Almost periodic points, space functions, and space sequences

Definition. A space X will be called a 'B-space if it satisfies the postulates

a. X is metric and complete (Let \\fa \¡/\\ denote the distance from <j>

toiK)
b. An operation called multiplication is defined so that to each ordered

pair of points <f> and \p corresponds a unique point 4>fa The operation is as-

sociative, and the space contains an identity point I.

c. ||<pd, \[/d\\^\\faip\\ for any three points fa fa 0.
d. The product 6<t> is a uniformly continuous function of the variable

point cf> for each point 0.

Theorem I. In any 15-space, \\<f>9, \pd\\ =\\fa \p\\ if 0_1 exists*

Theorem II. In any 15-space the product 0<t> is a continuous function of the

points 6 and fa

Definition. Let a positive number e and a point <j> of the T3-space X be

given. Then an integer N which satisfies \\(f>N, l\\ úe is called an e-iteration

exponent of fa Moreover a point \p of X is called a.p. if to each positive num-

ber e there corresponds a positive integer L so great that among every L suc-

cessive positive integers there is an e-iteration exponent of fa

Definition. Let each point of a 'G-space X be a (1, 1) transformation

which takes a set or space S into a subset of itself. Then an a.p. point <f> of

X will be called an a.p. transformation.

It can readily be verified that this definition includes the special case of

the definition given above. Moreover a.p. points are no more general than

a.p. transformations, for if a T3-space X is given, a space X' of transformations

can always be set up isomorphic with X. Merely let f ' = </»£ correspond to the

point fa

* The symbol 0-1 denotes a point which satisfies the equations B6~1 = 0~18=I.
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As an example of a 13-space, consider the set of all complex numbers whose

absolute value is unity or less. Take multiplication and distance in their

ordinary sense. In this space, all the numbers whose absolute value is unity

are a.p. points.

Another example of a T5-space is the set of all complex numbers ; the prod-

uct of two points being the sum of the numbers. In this case the unit point

(the number zero) is the only a.p. point.

Definition. Let © be a complete metric space, and <£(i) a function de-

fined over a set of real numbers and having its set of values in @. Let 5 be

a real number such that t+s is in the set of definition of <I>(i) for all values of

t in that set of definition. Then s will be called an e-translation number of

í>(í) if the distance between <£(/) and $(¿+5) is never greater than the posi-

tive number e.

Definition.* A continuous space function 4>(i) of the real variable t

which has its set of values in a complete metric space © is called a.p. if its

e-translation numbers corresponding to each positive e are relatively dense.

If each point of © is a transformation of the points of a set E into a subset of

6, <p(i) is called an a.p. family of transformations.

Definition.* Let {r„} be a two-way sequence of points in a complete

metric space ©. Then if the e-translation numbers of Tn considered as a func-

tion of w are relatively dense for each positive e, Tn is called an a.p. sequence.

If each point of © is a transformation, Tn is called an a.p. sequence of trans-

formations.

Theorem III. An a.p. space function is uniformly continuous for all values

of its argument.

Theorem IV. An a.p. space function or sequence is bounded.

These two theorems can be proved in the same way as the special case of

numerical a.p. functions or sequences.!

Theorem V. 7« the complete metric space © let {Tn\ be an a.p. sequence of

points such that the distance between Tm and Tn equals the distance between Tm+i

and Tn+ifor every pair of integers m and », and let X be the subspace consisting

of the points Tn and their limit points. Then%

* The author is indebted to Dr. I. J. Schoenberg for the suggestion which led to this generaliza-

tion of a.p. transformations.

t H. Bohr, Zur Theorie der fastperiodischen Funktionen, Acta Mathematica, vol. 45, pp. 29-127,

especially pp. 35 and 36.

Î The notation lim 9(5)= ß
«(£)^«

means that to each e>0 there corresponds a d>0 such that every point £ which satisfies || 0(£), cr|| âd

also satisfies ||fl(î), ß\\ £e.
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(1) tf> =      lim     rm+n

exists and is a point of X whenever <j> and \f/ are both points of X. Moreover if we

let (1) define multiplication, the space X will be a espace having Ti as an a.p.

point.

The existence of fal foUows from the inequality

IITm+n, rm'+n'll   =   \\Tm, Tm'\\   + \\Tn, Tn'\\

and the completeness of X. It is easy to verify the fact that X is a 'G-space,

and since Ti" = r„, the translation indices of the sequences are iteration ex-

ponents of f i.

3. Almost periodic continuation

Definition. Let 3 be the set a =~ / < + °° or the set — oo < t < + <x>. Let

$ be an infinite set of real numbers such that the sum and difference of any

two numbers in $ is in $; then a function 4»(/) defined on the intersection

3$ and having its set of values in a complete metric space © will be called

asymptotically periodic if there exists a sequence of positive numbers

îi, j2, ■ • ■ in fi such that s„—»°o as »—>°o and such that uniformly in / on

3Ä,
lim $(/ + sn) = í>(í).

n—»oo

Lemma 1. // <f»(i) is asymptotically periodic on SÎÏ, then there is one and

only one asymptotically periodic function Sf'(i) which equals "i>(i) on 3$ but is

defined on §)$, where §) is an interval containing 3.

For if t is any number in R, for sufficiently great integers m and » the

numbers t+sm, t+sn, i-f-sm+s„ are all in 3$, and

||*(< + sm), #(/ + OH ^ ||«(* + sn + s„), $(/ + Oil

+ \\Ht + sm + sn),Ht + sn)\\.

It follows from the hypothesis concerning i» that the second member ap-

proaches zero as m and » approach infinity, and hence that

*(/) = lim   $(t + sn)
n—.oo

is defined for all / on $ ; and we have ^(t) = <E»(i) on 3Ä. Now corresponding to

an arbitrary e>0 there exists an integer N so great that for all t' on 3£ and

any n>N,

\\Ht' + sn); Ht')\\ á«.
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Thus for any t on $ and any n>N,

\[*(t + 5„), *(0|| = lim ||*(< + 5B + sp), *(/ + i,)|| =; e,

and
lim Vit + 5„) = Vit)
»-»»

uniformly over the whole set Í?. Finally suppose ©00 is equal to <£(i) on S if

and satisfies uniformly on its set of definition §)S the equation

lim @(< + 5„) =®it),

where 5„' —><». Then on §)$?, for sufficiently great m and »,

||*(0, ewll ̂  ||»w, *(/ + Oil + ||er> + sn), e(/ + 5„ + Oil
+ ||*(i + sn +1), *(< + Oil + II®« + O, ew||,

and since the second member approaches zero as » approaches infinity,

@(i) =1ï,00 on §)$, and the lemma is proved.

Theorem I. .4« a.p. space function or space sequence is completely deter-

mined by its values on any half infinite interval.

Theorem II. An a.p. point or transformation <p possesses an inverse fa-1

iin the case of the transformation, a single-valued inverse over its whole set of

definition), and its integer powers form an a.p. sequence or sequence of trans-

formations.

For if N„ is a (l/»)-iteration exponent of (p and its value is greater than

» for each positive », then uniformly for non-negative k,

lim faf"+k = fa
n-**t

and fa is an asymptotically periodic function <pn of the non-negative integer

». But by the lemma, fa is defined for all integers », and hence

<pfai = lim  (j>fai+N„ = 7 = lim  fai+Nn<l> = faifa
n—»m n—»»

so that fax = fa for all integers ».   Moreover negative translation numbers

for fa exist, since ||0*_n, fa\\ =\\fa, <f>k+n\\.

4. Fourier sequences

In the future it will often be convenient to state two or more theorems or

definitions at once; and this will be done by the use of brackets. Where alter-

native words or sets of words are to be used, both alternatives will be inserted

in the brackets and separated by a semi-colon. If no words are needed for
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one of the alternatives, that will be indicated by a dash. In reading the the-

orem, read one set of words taken in the same relative position from each

pair of brackets. Parenthetical expressions are indicated in the ordinary way

and have nothing to do with the brackets.

Definition. A finite or infinite sequence flf />, • ■ ■ of real numbers will

be called an upper Fourier sequence of [a continuous space function ; a two-way

space sequence; a point in a 'G-space] @ if to each e>0 correspond a positive

integer A7 and a positive number d such that any [number; integer; integer] t

whose multiples tfi, tf2, ■ ■ ■ , tfN all differ from integers by less than d is an

[e-translation number; e-translation index; e-iteration exponent] of ®.

Definition. A sequence will be called a lower Fourier sequence of ® if to

each positive number d and positive integer N (not greater than the number

of elements /<) corresponds a positive number e such that all the multiples

tfi, tf2, • • ■ , tfN of any [e-translation number; e-translation index; e-iteration

exponent] / of 6 differ from integers by less than d.

The relationship between upper and lower Fourier sequences will be given

in Theorem V.

Definition. A sequence which is both an upper and a lower Fourier se-

quence is called a Fourier sequence.

Theorem I. Every a.p. [function; sequence] in [Bohr's; Walther's] sense

has at least one Fourier sequence.

In the case of the function, two of Bohr's* theorems show that a Fourier

sequence can be obtained by dividing each Fourier exponent by 2w and ar-

ranging them in countable order. Moreover, Waltherf has shown how to

construct corresponding to a given a.p. sequence an a.p. function whose set

of integer e-translation numbers corresponding to each given e>0 will be

identical with the set of e-translation indices of the sequence. Thus a Fourier

sequence of the function will be a Fourier sequence of the sequence.

Definition. If s and t are variable real [numbers; integers] and ®(t)

is an a.p. space [function; sequence], the real [function; sequence]

f(t) =sup ®(s+t), ®(s) is called the Bochner translation [Junction; sequence]

of Bit).

Theorem II. The Bochner translation [function; sequence] of a given a.p.

space [function; sequence] is a.p., and its set of e-translation [numbers; indices]

for each given e>0 is identical with the set of e-translation [numbers; indices] of

the given space [function; sequence].

* Zur Theorie der fastperiodischen Funktionen, Acta Mathematica, vol. 46 (1925), pp. 101-214,

especially pp. 105 and 110.

t Fastperiodische Folgen und ihre Fourier sehe Analyse, Atti del Congresso Internazionale dei

Maternât:-' 1928 (VII), vol. 2, pp. 289-298, especially p. 290.
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From Theorems I and II of this section and Theorem II, §3, we have im-

mediately the following theorem which is fundamental in this work:

Theorem III. Every a.p. [space function; space sequence; point] has at

least one Fourier sequence.

Theorem IV. The necessary and sufficient condition that a [continuous

space function; space sequence; point in a 15-space] be a.p. is that it have an

upper Fourier sequence.

Here sufficiency follows from Wennberg's* theorem on Diophantine ap-

proximation.

Theorem V. Each element fp of a lower Fourier sequence of an a.p. [space

function; space sequence; point] © is linearly dependent with integer coefficients

on a finite number ^dependent on p) of the elements of any upper Fourier se-

quence f{ ,f2, • • ■ of ©[——; and unity; and unity].

For let M be a positive integer greater than unity. Let e¡a be a positive

number such that tfp differs from an integer by less than 1/(2M) whenever

/ is an e¡a-[translation number; translation index; iteration exponent] of ©.

Let du be a positive number less than 1/(2M) and Nm a positive integer such

that t is an Cat-[translation number; translation index; iteration exponent]

of © whenever the numbers tf{ ,tfl, • ■ ■ , tfNli all differ from integers by less

than día. Then there exists no number t at all which will make tfp+l/M,

tfí > tfi > ' ' " j fait all differ from integers by less than c¡V. Now according

to a theorem of [Bohrt; GiraudJ; GiraudJ], a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that there exist values of the variable [number; integer; integer] / which

bring a given set of linear functions a¿+bi (¿ = 0, 1, ■ • • , Q) arbitrarily close

to integers is that every set of integer multipliers go, gi, • • • , go which make

the quantity ^£=o£»a«' become [zero; an integer; an integer] should make the

quantity 22?=o£.^« an mteger- In the present case arbitrarily good approxi-

mating values of t do not exist if we put a0 =fP, ax =f{, ■ • • , aNu =ft!M and

2»o = l/M, h=0, • ■ ■ , bNM = 0; hence the condition is not satisfied, and there

exist integers gM, gu,i, giu,2, ■ ■ ■ , gM,NM such that

NM

gtdfp + YL gM.i fi
«-i

* Zur Theorie der Dirichlet'sehen Reihen, Dissertation, Upsala, 1920, p. 19.

t Neuerer Beweis eines allgemeinen Kronecker'sehen Approximationssatzes, Det Kgl. Danske

Videnskabernes Selskab, Mathematisk-Fysiske Meddelelser, vol. 6 (1924-25), Article 8.

X Sur la résolution approchée en nombres entiers d'un système d'équations linéaires non homogènes,

Société Mathématique de France, Comptes Rendus des Séances, 1914, pp. 29-32.
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is [zero; an integer; an integer] and such that giu/M is not an integer. Thus

each of the quantities g2fp, g3fp, ■ ■ ■ can be expressed in a finite linear combi-

nation of [— -—; unity and; unity and] the quantities f{, fi, ■ ■ ■ with in-

teger coefficients. Now if ki, k2, ■ ■ ■ , kn are the prime factors of g2, unity can

be expressed as a finite linear combination of g2, gkl, gk„ • • • , g*„, since

giu/M is not an integer; and hence fp can be so expressed in terms of g2fp,

gkifp,   ■   ■   ■  , gkjp-

Theorem VI. A sequence whose elements are linearly dependent with integer

coefficients on [-; unity and; unity and] a finite number of the elements of

a lower Fourier sequence of an a.p. [space function; space sequence; point]

@ is itself a lower Fourier sequence of ©. A sequence on a finite number of whose

elements [-; and unity; and unity] each element of an upper Fourier se-

quence of ® is linearly dependent with integer coefficients is itself an upper

Fourier sequence of @.

For a linear combination of numbers with integer coefficients can be

brought as close to an integer as we please by bringing the numbers suffi-

ciently close to integers. The last two theorems lead immediately to the

Theorem VII. Letfx,f2, ■ ■ ■ be a Fourier sequence of an a.p. [space func

hon; space sequence; point] 6. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that a

sequence f[, f2, ■ ■ ■ should also be a Fourier sequence of © is that each fp be

linearly dependent with integer coefficients on a finite number of f{, f2, ■ ■ -

[-; and unity; and unity], and vice versa.

Definition. A number module is a set of real numbers which forms a

group under the operation of addition. It is called complete if it contains the

number unity; otherwise incomplete. A denumerable number module which

when arranged as a sequence constitutes a Fourier sequence is called a

Fourier module.

Obviously any countable arrangement of a Fourier module is a Fourier

sequence.

Theorem VIII. Each a.p. [space function; space sequence; point] has one

and only one [-; complete; complete] Fourier module.

For the [function; sequence; point] has a Fourier sequence/i, f2, ■ ■ • .

Let <f> be the set of all numbers which are linearly dependent with integer

coefficients on a finite number of the/, [-; and unity; and unity]. By

Theorem VII, a sequence obtained by ordering <j> is a Fourier sequence;

hence <f> is a Fourier module. Now if fa is any [-; complete; complete]
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Fourier module, it is linearly dependent on <£ [-; and unity; and unity]

and vice versa, and must therefore be fa

5. Scalars

Definition. A finite or infinite sequence of real numbers will be called a

scalar, and the number of elements in it (which may and usually will be the

symbol oo) will be called its length. The [sum; product] of two scalars of the

same length or product of one scalar by a number is the scalar obtained by

[adding; multiplying] corresponding elements or multiplying each element

by the number. The scalar identity t is the sequence 1, 1, 1, • • ■ ; and the

scalar zero (indicated by an ordinary zero) is the sequence 0, 0, 0, • • • ; for

both i and 0, the length of the scalar will be indicated by the context. Scalars

will be indicated by small Greek letters and their elements by corresponding

italics, thus: a; ai, a2, ■ • • .

Definition. The absolute value \a\ of an infinite scalar a; ax, a2, ■ ■ ■ will

be the greatest lower bound for all positive integers » and k of

11 i .i
-1-h   max        min       |a,-+¿h|.
» k 0<j¿n   -»<í'<+»

The absolute value \a\  of a finite scalar a ; ai, ■ - • , ap will be the greatest

lower bound for all positive integers k of

1 . ..
-h max       min       | a,- + k\i\.
k      o<jsp — «<»<+«>

Using | «—/3| as the distance between a and ß, one can verify that the

set of all scalars of the same given length is a metric space.

Definition. A reduced upper Fourier sequence of a [space function ; space

sequence; point in a 13-space] is a sequence on a finite number of whose

elements each element of an upper Fourier sequence is rationally linearly

dependent. A base is a reduced upper Fourier sequence every finite subset of

which is rationally linearly independent. A base is called minimal if each of

its elements is rationally linearly dependent on a finite number of the ele-

ments of an incomplete Fourier module, or in case none exists, the complete

Fourier module. A base for a space sequence or a point in a 13-space is called

proper either if it contains a rational element or if unity is not rationally

linearly dependent on any finite subset of its elements.

It follows from Theorem IV, §4, that the statements that a [continuous space

function; space sequence; point in a 13-space] has a reduced upper Fourier

sequence, has a base, has a proper minimal base, or is a.p. are all equivalent.
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Theorem I. If s and t are variable real [numbers; integers], a necessary and

sufficient condition that the scalar y be a reduced upper Fourier sequence of the

[continuous space function &(t) ; space sequence 0. = ©(/) ] is that uniformly in s

lim &(s + t) = @(s).
ty—0

To prove sufficiency, let /i, f2, ■ ■ ■ be an upper Fourier sequence of ©

whose elements are rationally linearly dependent on y : cx, c2, • ■ • .By making

\ty\ sufficiently small, an arbitrarily large number of the quantities tc\,

tc2, ■ ■ ■ can be brought arbitrarily close to multiples of an arbitrarily large

k !. There exist integers pi such that each /»,/,- is a finite linear combination

of the c, with integer coefficients. Thus an arbitrarily large number of the

quantities //»,/< can be brought arbitrarily close to multiples of k\, and by

choosing k large enough so that k\ contains all of the corresponding /»< as

factors, arbitrarily many of the //,• may be brought arbitrarily close to

integers. Hence t will be an arbitrarily good translation number. To prove

necessity we need only notice that the integer sub-multiples of the elements

of 7 when arranged in countable order form an upper Fourier sequence.

From the above theorem and Theorem II, §3, we obtain

Theorem II. // » is an integer, a necessary and sufficient condition that a

scalar y be a reduced upper Fourier sequence of the point A in a Tb-space having

the identity point I is that

lim An = /.
ny—*0

6. Almost periodic properties invariant under multiplication

Theorem I. // [$(/); Tn; A] is an a.p. [function; sequence; point] in a

'Tb-space, then [<l>(i)@; rn@; An0] is a uniformly continuous function of the

point © uniformly with respect to [t; »; »].

For any finite set of values of t or », the theorem is obvious. Since <£(i)

is uniformly continuous, for an arbitrary e>0 we can divide any finite

interval 3 up into a sufficiently large number of equal intervals so that on

any such interval $(/) varies by less than e/3. After choosing a point U

from each interval, we can bring all the points <£(*,■)©' within a distance of

e/3 from the corresponding points <£(*<) ©" by bringing ©' sufficiently close

to @". Thus we can bring <t>(i) ©' within e of $(2) ©" for all t on 3 by bringing

©' sufficiently close to ©". Thus the theorem is true for functions, sequences

or points on any finite interval. That it is also true for the infinite interval

can be seen by choosing a length L corresponding to e>0 so great that on

any interval of this length there is always an (e/3)-translation number or
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index or iteration exponent. Then [$00; TB; A"] for any value of [t; n; n]

can be replaced by [$(to); r„„; A"0] with an error not greater thane/3,

where [t0; n0; n0] lies between 0 and L. But by bringing 0' and ©" sufficiently

close, [<i>OV)0'; r„0©'; A"0©'] can be brought within a distance of e/3 from

[i»(¿o)@"; r„0©"; An»@"] for all [t0; n0; n0] between zero and L at once.

Thus [$(/)©'; r„@'; A"©'] would be at a distance not greater than e for

all [t;n;n] at once from [$(/)©"; rn@"; A"©"].

Theorem II. The product of any two  [-;-; permutable] a. p.

[functions; sequences; points] in a Tj-space is a.p.

For let 5 and t be real [numbers; integers; integers] and let @i(i) and

©¡¡(¡0 be the [a.p. functions; a.p. sequences; tth powers of the a.p. points]

having the reduced upper Fourier sequences 71 and 72. Let 7* be a sequence

whose elements comprise all the elements of 71 and 72. Then both /71 and ?>y2

can be brought arbitrarily close to zero by bringing ty* sufficiently close to

zero. Thus, uniformly in 5,

lim ©i(s + t) = ©1(5)        and lim @2(s + t) = ®2(s).
ty'->0 ly'-*0

Then since ©1OO T is uniformly continuous in Y uniformly with respect to t,

it follows that uniformly in 5

lim  ||@i(5 + Z)©2(5 + t); ©1(5 + l)@iis)\\ = 0
/7*-»0

and hence that uniformly in 5,

lim  ||@i(5 + ¿)@2(s + t); Qiis)Qtis)\\ = 0.
(7*-»0

Now we note that in case @i00 and @2(/) represent the tth powers Of

permutable points, @i00©s(0 represents the tth power of the product of the

points ; and hence in all three cases our theorem is proved.

Corollary. A sequence whose elements comprise all the elements of 71

and 72 which are reduced upper Fourier sequences of two a.p. [functions;

sequences; permutable points] in a Tj-space is a reduced upper Fourier sequence

for the product of the [functions; sequences; points].

Definition. A sequence of points Ai, A2, • ■ • will be said to converge

exponentially uniformly if Ai", A2n, • • • converges uniformly with respect

to w for all integers ».

Theorem III. If a sequence of a.p. [space functions; space sequences;

points] converges [-;-; exponentially] uniformly, its limit is a.p.
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For, using the natural extension of the notation of the last theorem, it

follows from the fact that limn.«, ©n(0 is uniform in t that

lim   lim ©„(s + i) = lim   lim   @n(s + t) = lim @„(s),
ty*—»0   m—»oo n—»oo    ty*—»0 n—*eo

where the limits with respect to / are uniform in s.

Corollary. If yh y2, • • • are reduced upper Fourier sequences for an

[-;-; exponentially] uniformly convergent sequence of a.p. [space func-

tions; space sequences; points] and y* is a sequence which has each of the y i as

subsequences, then y* is a reduced upper Fourier sequence for the limit [func-

tion; sequence; point].

Theorem IV. The [-;-; exponentially] uniform limit of an infinite

product of [-;-; permutable] a.p. [space functions; space sequences;

points] in a Tb-space is a.p.

7. Pseudo-arguments, indices, and exponents

Definition. If [0(0; T„; A] is an a.p. [space function; space sequence;

point] having the base y; and if a is any scalar of the same length as y, then

the symbol [0(a)7; (r„)T; A"] will denote

[ lim   0(0;   lim   Tn; lim   A"]
ty—*txy ny—*cty fly—»cry

and will be called the pseudo- [value of the function; element of the sequence;

power of the point] corresponding to the pseudo- [argument; index; exponent]

a with respect to the base y. The base y will be omitted from the notation when

the context makes clear what base is to be used. If the points of the space are

transformations, the same nomenclature will be used except that for a family

of transformations the terms pseudo-value or argument will be replaced by

pseudo-member or parameter. A pseudo- [element; power] of an a.p. [space

sequence; point] with respect to a base y will be called proper if 7 is a proper

base and no non-integer element of the pseudo- [index; exponent] corre-

sponds to a rational element of 7.

Theorem I. All [-; proper; proper] pseudo- [values; elements; powers]

of an a.p. [space function; space sequence; point] exist.

For if t is a variable real [number; integer; integer] and a is any scalar

[argument; index; exponent] which satisfies the hypothesis, then «7 can be

approached arbitrarily closely by the scalar ty; and if 0(0 is the [function;

sequence; ¿th power of the point], then uniformly in t

lim     0(s - s' + t) = 6(0;
sy,s'y-+ay
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so that

lim     ||@(5);©(j')|| =0
Sy, s'y—*ay

and the theorem follows.

Theorem II. If t is a real [number; integer; integer] and i is the identity

scalar of the same length as the base y of the a.p. [spacefunction 0(0; space

sequence T»; point A], then [®(t¿)y; (r(l)T; Ay] is the same point as [0(0;

r.;A<].

Theorem III. The [-; proper; proper] pseudo- [value &(a)y; element

(r„)T; power A"] of the a.p. [space function 0(0 ; space sequence Tn; point A]

is a uniformly continuous function of the scalar ay for all [-; admissible;

admissible] values of a.

For in the case of the function having the base y, to a given e>0 corre-

sponds d>0 so small that for all / and t' satisfying | (t — t')y\ g¿,

(1) \\@it); ®it')\\^e.

Now let a and a' be any scalar satisfying |(a—a')y\ <d. Then when ty

and t'y are sufficiently close to ay and a'y respectively, the equation (1)

is satisfied; and hence

||0(a);0(a')|| =        lim        \\9(t); ®(t')\\ t¿ e.
ty~*ay t Í ry—*a fy

Similar arguments show that the theorem holds for sequences and points also.

Theorem IV. If Aa and A" are proper pseudo-powers of the a.p. point A

taken with respect to the same base, then

A "A" = Aa+".

For

lim      A" =      lim Am+n =    lim   Am  lim   An.
ny—»(o£+ß)y my—*ay,ny-+ßy my—*ccy ny—*ßy

Corollary 1. ^4»y two proper pseudo-powers of an a.p. point are permut-

able.

Corollary 2. If Aa is a proper pseudo-power of the a.p. point A, then
(A")n=Ana.

Theorem V. 7/7 is a base for the a.p. [space function ©(/) ; space sequence

r„; point A] and [a and ß are any scalars; Ta and Tß are proper pseudo-ele-

ments; Aa is a proper pseudo-power], then [®(ta+ß); Tna+ß; Aa] is a.p. and

has the reduced upper Fourier sequence «7.
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For in the case of the function, as tay—»0, [(s+t)a+ß]y—*[sa+ß]y

uniformly in s; and since 0(a) is uniformly continuous in ay it follows that

uniformly in s

lim   ®[(s + t)a + ß] = ®[sa + ß].
lay->0

The proof is essentially the same for the functions and sequences.

8.   MONO-BASAL FUNCTIONS, SEQUENCES AND POINTS

Notation. Let o)p denote the scalar which has its />th element equal to

unity and all other elements zero. Its length will be indicated by the context.

Definition. A [space function; space sequence; point] is called mono-

basal if it is a.p. and has a base consisting of but one element.

Theorem I. Any pure periodic [space function; space sequence; point]

is mono-basal, having unity as a base.

Theorem II. If the a.p. [space function ®it); space sequence Tn; point A]

has the [-; proper; proper] base y'.ci, c2, ■ ■ ■  and [ß is any scalar; (Tß)y

is any proper pseudo-element; —■—], then [®(twp+ß)y; (rMp+í)r; Ay»] is

mono-basal and has cP as a minimal base.

For it has ayy as a reduced upper Fourier sequence.

Definition. A space [function; multiple sequence] of any countable set

of [variables; indices] will be called mono-basal in any one of its [variables

t; indices w] if it is a mono-basal [function of t; sequence in »] for each set

of constant values of the other [variables; indices]. The diagonal [function;

sequence] of the [function ®(h, t2, ■ ■ ■); multiple sequence rni,n„ • • • ] is

the [function ®(t, t, ■ • ■ ); sequence r„,„, • • • ].

Theorem III. ^4» a.p. space [function; sequence] can be expressed as the

diagonal [function; sequence] on a mono-basal space [function; multiple se-

quence] of a countable set of variables.

For let 0(0 be the a.p. [function; sequence] of the real [number; integer]

/. Then 0(0 = ®(ti) = ©(¿'«1+^2+ • • • ) is the diagonal of ®(tiO)i+t2<d2

+ •••), which is mono-basal in each of its arguments.

Theorem IV. // A is an a.p. point, then with respect to any proper base the

infinite product A"1 A"2 • • • or - • • A"2A"1 converges absolutely and expo-

nentially uniformly to the value A.

For »ioi+wcoj-f- • • • converges uniformly in » to »i, and hence

A»ui+nW2+... converges uniformly in » to A". Moreover changing the order

of the coi, co2, • • • would not destroy the convergence.
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Because of its importance in this work, the following theorem will be

stated in terms of both points and transformations.

Theorem V. A necessary and sufficient condition that a [transformation;

point] be a.p. is that it be the exponentially uniformly convergent infinite product

of permutable mono-basal [transformations; points].

9. Examples

I will bring this paper to a close by giving two examples of a.p. trans-

formations.

I. Let A k be a two-way sequence of non-negative real numbers such that

Z *_„A k converges. Let the space S have as its points the complex functions

f(x) of a real variable x having the Fourier series

00

/(*) =     Z akeik*,
k~—oo

where the ak are numbers satisfying \ak\ ¿Ak. Let the distance between any

two transformations F(x) = 0! [f(x) ] and F(x) = 02 [f(x) ] be

max 10i[/"(*)]-02[/(*)]| .
*./

Let c* be any two-way sequence of complex numbers each having the

absolute value 1, and let
1     °°

g(y>t) =—  Z c*«"«l'*'
2t k—oo

be a function of the real variables y and t. Then the transformation

(1)

C2t

*[/(*)] = Fix) =   lim fix - y)giy, t)dy
t-,i~    J o

îs a.p.

For the set of transformations of the form (1) which is obtained by using

all possible sets of values for the coefficients ck of the function g(y, t) is a

'G-space. Moreover it can be shown that

+00

*[/(*)] =   Hckakeik*
—00

and hence that

log c0        log ci        log c_i        log c2        log c_2
■ »

27rt 2iri 2xt 2iri 2iri

is a reduced upper Fourier sequence of $.
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II. Let Ci, c2, • ■ ■ be an infinite sequence of distinct complex numbers

each having the absolute value 1, and let ^2Ak be a convergent series of non-

negative real numbers. Let 6 have as its points all functions/(z) of the com-

plex variable z of the form

(1) /(«) =  ¿ ate>>;
k-i

where the ak are any complex numbers satisfying \ak\ ^Ak.

Let the distance between two transformations

F(z) = ©i[/(z)]        and       F(z) = ®2[f(z)]

be the least upper bound for all functions f(z) in E of ^2 * -i Ia* — a I » where

a'k and ak are the coefficients of the series of the form (1) for ©i[/(z)] and

02[/(z)]. Then the transformation

*(/(*)] = F(z) =-/(z)
dz

is a.p.

For it can be shown that each function of Ë has a unique representation

of the form (1). Let us associate with each sequence of numbers c( ,c2, ■ ■ ■,

each of whose absolute values is unity the transformation which takes each

function of the form (1) into the corresponding function

CO

Fiz) =   J2 ct'ate'f.
k=i

This set of transformations is a 13-space, and it contains the transformation

<ï> which corresponds to Ci, c2, ■ ■ ■ and has the reduced upper Fourier

sequence
log d       log c2
-—,     -, . . . .

2iri 2irt
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